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How and when did Arabidopsis
thaliana become highly
self-fertilising
Deborah Charlesworth1* and Xavier Vekemans2

Summary
Changes in breeding system are a regular evolutionary
change in plants, as self-fertilisation is often advantageous, particularly for weedy and colonising species. The
adoption of Arabidopsis thaliana as a plant model species
has led to interest in how self-incompatibility was lost so
that this species became highly inbreeding. Molecular
evolutionary approaches have recently focused on
investigating two loci involved in the incompatibility
recognition process in related Arabidopsis species; nonfunctional copies of these genes still exist in A. thaliana.
New work studying polymorphism at these loci found
strikingly low diversity at one of them, suggesting that
spread of a mutation in this gene might have caused selfcompatibility in an ancestor of A. thaliana.(1) However, it is
difficult to be sure of the time when the selfing habit
evolved in the lineage that led to A. thaliana BioEssays
27:472–476, 2005. ß 2005 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
Introduction
Although Arabidopsis thaliana is a very-well-studied model
plant, many important things about its natural biology and
evolutionary history are still not well known. In the greenhouse,
it is highly self-fertilising, with no trace of self-incompatibility(2)
though many members of its family, the Brassicaceae, are selfincompatible,(3) including closely related Arabidopsis species,
such as A. lyrata (also called A. petraea and Cardaminopsis
petraea)(4–9) and A. halleri. In nature, A. thaliana’s selfing rate
is known only from studies of northern European populations,
in these its estimated selfing rate is well above 95%.(10–12)
Compared with its outcrossing relatives, A. thaliana exhibits several changes commonly observed in weedy inbreeding species. Changed flower morphology like that in A. thaliana
(small, unscented flowers with anthers and stigmas close
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together)(13) is common in inbreeding plants,(14) and can
evolve rapidly,(15) but there are also pervasive genome
changes, implying considerable evolutionary time, unless
these changes are much quicker than we think. A. thaliana
has a reduced chromosome number compared with related
species, due to chromosome fusions,(16) a common change in
inbreeders.(17) Its genome size is small(18) (perhaps because
rapid growth and early flowering are advantageous for a
weed),(19) with reduced transposable element abundance,(20)
shorter introns in many genes.(21)
It is therefore of great interest to know when A. thaliana
became an inbreeder. The common ancestor of A. thaliana and
A. lyrata (an estimated 5 million years ago) was presumably
outcrossing and self-incompatible, but determining at what
point the A. thaliana lineage lost self-incompatibility is a difficult
question. One approach that could work if the time is very
recent is to study the genes involved in self-incompatibility.
Studying genes involved in self-incompatibility:
functional and molecular
evolutionary approaches
Self-pollen recognition in the self-incompatible species of
Brassicaceae involves a pollen ligand and a membraneanchored pistil receptor, encoded by two linked ‘‘S-genes’’.
Molecular interaction between these proteins triggers a
cascade of reactions leading to inhibition of pollen germination
on stigmas.(22,23) If self-compatibility in A. thaliana evolved by a
loss of function of either the pistil receptor or the pollen ligand,
the new (non-functional) mutant allele should spread through
the species as the lineage of self-compatible plants increases in
frequency, leading to a single sequence at that locus—a
‘‘selective sweep’’—resulting in zero or low diversity throughout
the locus. Detecting such events by molecular evolutionary
approaches requires information from functional studies
(including testing which component is changed in mutants or
species that have lost functional self-incompatibility). Indeed,
transgenic experiments in which functional incompatibility
genes from the related outcrosser, A. lyrata, are expressed in
A. thaliana,(2,22) has yielded some evidence that A. thaliana
evolved self-compatibility by a mutation in one of the incompatibility genes, rather than in a gene involved in the downstream
functions needed for rejection of incompatible pollen.
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Plant S-loci are highly polymorphic genes, which makes the
molecular evolutionary approach particularly promising for
this case (if variability is high in the ancestor, the loss of
diversity due to the selective sweep will be easy to detect).
Outcrossing Arabidopsis species have numerous, highly
diverged alleles of the stigma cell surface receptor gene,
SRK,(5,7) and the recently identified pollen ligand gene SCR (5)
is also very polymorphic (the best estimates for SCR, in
Brassica, show huge nucleotide diversity, at least 30% for
synonymous sites, i.e. on average, allele pairs differ at roughly
one in three nucleotides; diversity is even higher for nonsynonymous sites).(24) The high polymorphism in the S-locus
genome region (see Fig. 1) may be associated with low
recombination. This would preserve linkage between alleles at
the two loci—recombination will create haplotypes with the
pollen allele from one incompatibility type and the pistil allele of
another, leading to self-compatibility,(25) and allow changes in
gene arrangement, making recombination more unlikely.
Gene order, number and orientation are indeed polymorphic
in the two A. lyrata haplotypes that have been physically
mapped,(5) and there is some evidence for suppressed
recombination in the SRK gene.(9)
Identification of the incompatibility loci in A. lyrata opened
the way for searching for the homologous loci in A. thaliana.(5)
Even though A. thaliana has no trace of incompatibility, the
S-loci in the Col-0 strain that has been completely sequenced
are not deleted; both pollen and pistil genes are, however, nonfunctional.(5) In SRK, a single nucleotide substitution introduces a stop codon near the beginning of exon 4 (leading to an
incomplete protein), while three SCR copies, all incomplete,
are present. The fact that the S-loci are not deleted suggests a
fairly recent loss of incompatibility. However, transgenic
experiments introducing A. lyrata SRK and SCR genes into
A. thaliana fail to produce incompatibility reactions in many
strains, showing that genes for the downstream pathway
functions needed for rejection of incompatible pollen are also
non-functional, which might suggest that self-compatibility
evolved quite long ago. Against this, however, strain C24 gains
incompatibility in the transgenic tests, and therefore appears
to have a complete functional downstream pathway.(2) It is thus
uncertain whether an S-gene or a downstream gene mutation
caused the evolution of A. thaliana’s self-compatibility, or how
long ago.
The results from strain C24 are encouraging that mutations
at one or other of the S-loci may be the cause of A. thaliana’s
self-compatibility. In gel blots, SCR sequences were not
detected in C24,(2) while its SRK gives a band pattern seen
only in one other strain, Mt-0, and neither strain yields a
product with Col-0 SRK PCR primers,(1) so they may both have
missing or non-functional SRK and SCR. Detailed molecular
evolutionary study of these genes in A. thaliana might thus be
illuminating. Such a study has now been done, and the results
are indeed interesting.(1)

Very low diversity at the pollen ligand gene
The selective sweep event hypothesised above will result in a
self-compatible population with, initially, a single allele at
the mutated locus. After some time, mutations will arise at the
locus, restoring some diversity, but will only slowly obscure the
imprint of the event, which remains detectable for some period
of evolutionary time. Now polymorphism in the A. thaliana Sgene region has been studied, to try to assess whether a
mutation in one of the component S-loci is indeed likely to have
been the cause of loss of SI.(1) Strikingly low diversity was
found at SCR1, the least incomplete of the three SCR loci
(nucleotide diversity per silent site is estimated to be 0.12%,
compared with 0.87% based on published data for 18 A.
thaliana genes). Detailed modelling can test whether low
observed diversity could be explained without any selection (in
which case one would conclude that some other diversityreducing event must be responsible, such as a population
bottleneck). Otherwise, selection can be inferred.(26) This
analysis suggests very recent, but very weak, selection at the
SCR1 locus, and estimates that this happened as recently as a
few hundred thousand years ago.
A recent origin of selfing is consistent with theories that
suggest a short evolutionary lifespan for selfers(27–29) as for
asexual species.(30) Loss of incompatibility caused by a mutation in the pollen incompatibility gene, rather than the SRK
gene, is also consistent with theory,(25) since this increases
male fitness. However, the strength of selection may be an
underestimate. The starting diversity assumed for SCR before
the selective event was the current average value for A.
thaliana genes,(1) but the ancestor should have had much
higher SCR diversity than this (although diversity has not yet
been quantified for the A. lyrata SCR, it is evidently high).(5) A.
thaliana’s low SCR diversity is thus consistent with a selective
substitution at this locus, but, if so, selection must have been
stronger than estimated (and must thus occurred even more
recently than estimated).
High diversity at nearby loci
Another test for recent selection, rather than some historical
event affecting the population, is that selection will affect other
nearby sequences, but not loci elsewhere in the genome,
whereas bottlenecks affect all loci. Theoretical models of
selective sweeps show effects limited to small regions,(31,32)
allowing genome scans to pinpoint loci where advantageous
substitutions have occurred recently,(33,34) but strong selection
eliminates variability fast, so that diversity is reduced over wide
regions. This is seen at selected loci in domesticated species;
for example, in an 50 kb region near the maize tb1 gene.(35)
In the A. thaliana S-locus region, however, high diversity is
seen at nearby genes.(1) This contrasts with the low SCR1 and
is inconsistent with strong selection (as suggested above)
having occurred. Two loci not involved in pollen recognition,
but located in the A. thaliana S-locus region (see Fig. 1) have
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Figure 1. The top part of the figure shows the nucleotide diversity estimates of (1) for synonymous sites in the different genes in the S-locus
region of A. thaliana. The x axis shows the physical distances of the centres of the genes from that of the CSCR1 pseudo gene (gene names
are given in the figure, and their orientations in the Col-0 strain are shown below). The lower part shows three estimates of the region of
genome that would be affected by a selective sweep at the C SCR1 gene, under different parameter values. These distances (which are not
shown to an exact scale) are based on theory showing that, for a selection coefficient, s, diversity at a neutral site at a given distance from the
selected site depends on the ratio c/s, where c is the recombination rate between the neutral and selected sites. We show the size of the
region in which diversity would be expected to be reduced to 40% of its value in the population before the selective event; this is the value
estimated for the SRK gene,(1) and it corresponds to a c/s value of about 0.025.(32) The estimated selection coefficient and effective
population size(1) are b ¼ 4Nes >20, and Ne ¼ 4  105, yielding, if we take b ¼ 20, s ¼ 20/(16  105). The top case assumes that the mean
recombination rate in A. thaliana is approximately c ¼ 5  108 crossovers/bp, and corrects this value for A. thaliana’s high selfing rate (for a
population with selfing rate S, cs ¼ c [1F ], where F is estimated from S/(2S) for S ¼ 0.96, F ¼ 0.92, suggesting that, to a good
approximation cs is one-tenth of the above c value, i.e. 5  109 crossovers/bp).(20) This gives an effective c/s ratio per base pair of
5  109  16  105/20 ¼ 4  104, which corresponds to roughly 62.5 bp for a ratio of 0.025. Next, we show the result when the
recombination rate is 10 times lower, to take account of the fact that A. lyrata appears to have a lower recombination rate than A. thaliana,(20)
so that we cannot assume the A. thaliana value during the early stages of a selective sweep, before there is time for increased crossing-over
to evolve (assuming that this has occurred in A. thaliana, as in other selfing plants.(38) Even this recombination rate could be too high, if the Slocus region has unusually low recombination (see text). The third case assumes stronger selection (an s value 10 times larger than the first
two examples), allowing for the possibility (see text) of a much larger selection coefficient than the published value.

very high diversity, similar to values found in A. lyrata(36) (and
unpublished data of E. Kamau and D. Charlesworth). SRK
diversity is also very high compared with other A. thaliana loci.
Silent site nucleotide diversity is at least 13.8% (an under-
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estimate, given that some alleles with deletions were excluded
from the analysis). These results are at first sight consistent
with very recent weak selection at SCR1 leading to the
evolution of selfing, only mildly affecting SRK and other
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flanking loci.(1) SRK is at least 800 bp away from SCR1, and
even this small distance is probably too far for a weak selective
sweep at SCR1 to affect its diversity (see Fig. 1). However,
SRK diversity is reduced to about 38% of the A. lyrata value,
and only three sequence types are seen at this locus.(1) Most
alleles (17 of the 21 that yielded sequences, including the
Col-0 strain whose genome was sequenced) fall into a single
sequence type, haplogroup A, and three of the other four
alleles have another similar sequence, C. Because S-alleles
are maintained in populations for long evolutionary times, the
A. thaliana sequences should probably still be present in
extant self-incompatible Arabidopsis species. Indeed, the
haplogroup B sequence (which was found only in the A.
thaliana strain Cvi) is similar to a known A. lyrata allele, and A
sequences are very similar to an SRK allele recently found in
A. lyrata and A. halleri (unpublished results of V. Castric,
X. Vekemans, J. Bechsgaard and M.H. Schierup), while the C
haplotype, from three strains, is so far unknown in A. lyrata (but
may yet be found).
If a selective sweep is not the reason for the loss of other Salleles that would have been present in the ancestral, selfincompatible, species, what might explain SRK’s reduced
diversity? After evolving inbreeding, genetic drift should lead to
loss of variability at these loci, and their diversity should slowly
approach the lower levels of other A. thaliana loci. According to
a standard population genetics formula, a population of
effective size Ne should, after t generations, have diversity
equal to exp(-t/2Ne) times its initial value; for a reduction in
diversity to 40% as reported for SRK,(1) this time is around
1.5Ne. Since Ne is estimated to be about 400,000,(1) this
implies many generations. Thus, the high observed SRK
diversity shows that there has been too little time for alleles to
be lost since selfing evolved, but a very recent event is also
unlikely.
Another surprise is that haplogroup A sequences are not
entirely uniform,(1) there are five non-synonymous variants
and one synonymous one, giving a nucleotide diversity value
of about 0.1%, well above values typically found within
functional haplotypes in self-incompatible species;(9,37) haplotype C sequences also vary slightly. If this variability within
haplotypes accumulated since SRK became non-functional, it
would point to quite a long evolutionary time since the A.
thaliana SRK gene stopped being under selection.
Conclusions
Overall, these conflicting observations mean that we cannot
yet conclude definitively that A. thaliana changed breeding
system as recently as a few hundred thousand years ago.
Other models, including selection at a gene for a downstream
step in incompatibility, cannot readily explain the observed
highly restricted loss of SCR1 diversity. However, the simple
selective sweep model in which the spread of a non-functional
SCR1 allele through the ancestral A. thaliana population

caused the high frequency of haplotype A, should be tested
further. It predicts, for example, that the A. lyrata and A. halleri
haplotypes corresponding to SRK haplogroups A or B of A.
thaliana should carry an SCR sequence with recognisable
similarity to those of the corresponding A. thaliana SCR1 s, but
without the mutation(s) abolishing SCR1’s function. Other
possibilities involving changes in the S-locus region, including
a crossover or unequal recombination event in the S-locus
region, might also be able to generate non-functional S-gene
haplotypes. Such an event might even create non-functional Sgene sequences, given the different organisation of different
A. lyrata S-allele haplotypes.(5)
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